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What is good lighting design

It has the potential to add value; reduce 
costs and enhance performance.

Good lighting enhances the mood and 
desirability of spaces.

It contributes to peoples sense of well 
being

Improves energy efficiency and reduces 
lighting costs
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How the role of controls has changed

First sensors developed post war in the 
1940’s by Samuel Bagno for Burglar 
Alarms.

PIR’s attributed to a Mr Fraser who is 
acknowledged by the Association of 
Energy Engineers (According to Wiki)

80’s/ 90’s saw the large scale up take 
of Passive Infra Red detectors and  
Multi-sensors where daylight was 
measured.
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How the role of controls has changed

Daylight became a key feature of any 
well designed lighting Scheme.



How the role of controls has changed

We measured the penetration of 
daylight and adjusted the lighting 
to balance the artificial with the 
natural.



DALI

In an analogue world DALI arrived in the 
late 90’s to revolutionise the way we 
communicate with lighting.

Digital switching

Logarithmic dimming curve

Feedback



DALI 2

Based on IEC 62386 Part 101,102, 103, 104

Third party certified

Input devices such as switches and sensors 
covered by part 103

Interoperability between manufactures 
assured.



DALI brands



DALI brands

DALI certification program with a standardised approach to 
sensors and switches

Intra luminaire DALI which allows devices to be directly 
connected to the driver

DALI wireless solution supporting IP and Mesh based solutions 
as well as wired IP solutions.



The importance of DALI in Smart solutions

Its a simple solution to set up with 
multiple tools available from different 
companies.

Data- enhanced diagnostics

Control input devices across multiple 
circuits

Hybrid Wired and Wireless



Specification Path



Specification who are the influencers and 
owners of the specification.

Lighting 
Designer

Architect

Luminaire Supplier

M&E 
Contractor

Electrical 
Contractor

Controls

Client

Main Contractor  

Systems 
Integrator
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Deciding on the right solution

Specification is key

Expectation Reality



Whats in it for me?

Depends who you are!

Client expectation doesn’t always 
match budget.

Often controls fall victim to value 
engineering.

“Engineering out value”



Software and data

Key to all controls is the operating 
software and how limited or open the 
software is.

DALI provides consistent data from 
multiple vendors

Wired or wireless the core commands 
are the same

Connect to BMS via BACnet / MQTT 



Change other factors

WELL standard

The WELL Building Standard (WELL), is a roadmap 
for creating and certifying spaces that advance 
human health and well-being. 
WELL sets pathways for accomplishing health-first 
factors that help every one of us to do our best 
work and be our best selves by supporting our 
physical and mental health across 10 core 
concepts. 
WELL works at any scale, from a single interior 
space to an entire organization.



Change other factors



Change other factors
Office buildings

Productive employees are essential for 
creating competitive businesses. Healthy 
people are essential for creating vibrant 
societies.
A NABERS Indoor Environment rating is a 
robust and measurable complement any 
health and wellbeing initiative.
• Base building Indoor Environment rating
• Tenancy Indoor Environment rating
• Whole building Indoor Environment rating



Sustainability & Circularity



Circular economy

Consistent approach to local devices

DALI has rules that are defined by a 
standard and not a manufacturer

Long life and availability of spares or 
new components is essential to avoid 
waste.

Security of supply



Convergence

Sharing data cross platform to 
minimise hardware.

Continuous commissioning to optimise 
energy.

Space utilisation, use what you need.

Future safe
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